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Abstract: The trophic structure of species communities depends on the energy transfer between trophic levels. Primary productivity varies strongly through time, challenging the persistence of species at higher trophic levels. Yet resource variability has mostly been studied in systems with only one or two trophic levels. We test the effect of variability in resource productivity in a tritrophic model system including a resource, a size-structured consumer, and a size-specific predator. The model complies with fundamental principles of mass conservation and the body-size dependence of individual-level energetics and predator-prey interactions. Surprisingly, we find that resource variability may promote predator persistence. The positive effect of variability on the predator arises through periods with starvation mortality of juvenile prey, which reduces the intraspecific competition in the prey population. With increasing variability in productivity and starvation mortality in the juvenile prey, the prey availability increases in the size range preferred by the predator. The positive effect of prey mortality on the trophic transfer efficiency depends on the biologically realistic consideration of body size–dependent and food-dependent functions for growth and reproduction in our model. Our findings show that variability may promote the trophic transfer efficiency, indicating that environmental variability may sustain species at higher trophic levels in natural ecosystems.
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Introduction

The transfer of energy between different trophic layers shapes the trophic structure of species communities. At the base of the trophic web, energy is generated by basal species or primary producers. This productivity varies substantially through time in natural systems. For example, the productivity of phytoplankton in marine and aquatic systems and of plants in terrestrial systems shows characteristic seasonal patterns (e.g., Gebauer et al. 2002; Platt et al. 2003; Klausmeier and Litchman 2012). In addition, productivity may vary in response to large, irregular influxes of nutrients or rainfall (Ostfeld and Keesing 2000; Yang et al. 2010). These fluctuations in productivity permeate to species at higher trophic levels (Ostfeld and Keesing 2000; Platt et al. 2003; Willson and Womble 2006; Yang et al. 2010; Klausmeier and Litchman 2012). Fluctuations in resource productivity are therefore expected to shape ecological as well as evolutionary dynamics of many different species (Holt 2008; Nakazawa and Doi 2012; Sainmont et al. 2014).

The effect of resource variability on population and community dynamics has been tested in a range of population models (Holt 2008). In discrete-time, single-population models, variability in population growth rate can affect the average population growth rate both positively and negatively (Levinton and Cohen 1969; Caswell 2001; Lawson et al. 2015). In continuous-time models, consumer abundance often decreases (Nisbet and Gurney 1976; Cushing 1986) but may also increase (Cushing 1986) with resource variability. Resource fluctuations are known to promote competitive coexistence of consumers (Armstrong and McGehee 1976; Sommer 1985; Hambäck 1998; Chesson 2000; Kuang and Chesson 2008) but may also reduce it (Holt 2008). In addition, periodic variation in resources may lead to resonance phenomena that either decrease (Nisbet and Gurney 1976) or increase (Nisbet and Gurney 1976; Hanski et al. 1993; Rinaldi et al. 1993) the tendency of systems to cycle and display chaotic dynamics. Intrinsically generated population cycles can, similar to resource fluctuations, promote competitive coexistence (Armstrong and McGehee 1976; Huisman and Weissing 1999; Chesson 2000), but large-amplitude oscillations also increase the risk of species extinctions as densities travel close to zero. In summary, resource variability can have a profound effect, whether positive or negative, on species persistence and coexistence. Yet to date the effect of resource variability has mostly been studied in systems with up to two trophic levels.
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In multitrophic systems, the consequences of resource variability are intimately linked to the trophic transfer of energy, which results from the feeding of consumers on resources. Such interactions occur between individuals and not between species (Clark et al. 2011). Yet classic population models generally make assumptions on the population level and fail to make the essential link between the individual and the population level (for an exception, see Yodzis and Innes 1992). Modeling the trophic transfer of energy in a multitrophic system requires a consistent accounting of the energy flow from individuals up to populations of different species (de Roos and Persson 2005; Persson et al. 2014). In contrast to classic population models, size-structured population models are based on assumptions at the individual level regarding the intake and use of energy (Metz and Diekmann 1986; de Roos and Persson 2002, 2013). These assumptions lead to body size–dependent and food-dependent functions for growth, reproduction, and mortality (Kooijman 2000). Size-structured population models furthermore allow for size-dependent, life stage–specific feeding interactions between predator and prey that are generally considered important for trophic energy transfer (Peters 1983; Ebenman and Persson 1988; Brose et al. 2006; Rudolf and Lafferty 2011). Using a size-structured approach therefore results in a consistent description of the flow of energy through the population and model system that complies with the fundamental principle of mass conservation, the size dependence of individual-level energetics, and the allometry of predator-prey interactions.

In this study, we analyze the effect of variability in resource productivity on trophic transfer efficiency using a model system with three trophic layers including an unstructured resource, a size-structured consumer, and a size-specific predator. Our results show that with increasing variability, the consumer population increasingly suffers from starvation mortality. This starvation mortality occurs whenever food assimilation is not sufficient to cover the energy requirements for somatic maintenance costs. As a result of the additional mortality, consumer biomass increases in certain size ranges, that is, the consumer size distribution changes. The predator benefits from this effect of variability in resource productivity; it is able to sustain a much higher harvesting pressure and is less prone to suffer from a catastrophic collapse with a fluctuating resource productivity than with a constant resource productivity.

Model Description

To study the effect of variable resource productivity on predator-consumer-resource dynamics, we use a model system with three trophic levels including an unstructured resource, a size-structured consumer, and an unstructured size-specific predator. The consumer population is represented by a stage-structured biomass model described previously by de Roos et al. (2008b). Predator dynamics follow bioenergetic assumptions as first described by Yodzis and Innes (1992) and discussed in more detail in de Roos and Persson (2013, chap. 4). The model has been used extensively before (de Roos et al. 2008a; Ohlberger et al. 2011; de Roos and Persson 2013). A description of the model details and the computational techniques used here can be found in the appendix, available online. We summarized the equations in table A1 and the parameter values we used in table A2 (tables A1, A2 are available online).

Under equilibrium conditions, the stage-structured biomass model constitutes an exact approximation of a model accounting for a complete size distribution of juveniles between their size at birth and their size at maturation and a class of nongrowing adult individuals (de Roos et al. 2008b). The model follows the generic bioenergetic approach introduced by Yodzis and Innes (1992). Growth, reproduction, and mortality are assumed to be resource-dependent processes. Individuals can invest in growth or reproduction only if the energy obtained through resource ingestion exceeds the costs of maintenance. When the resource ingestion is not sufficient to cover the maintenance cost, no growth, maturation, and reproduction takes place, and starvation mortality occurs. Juvenile consumers invest all surplus energy in growth; adults do not grow and invest all surplus energy in reproduction. Following Yodzis and Innes (1992), all energetic processes (resource intake, maintenance, growth in body size, and reproduction) are assumed proportional to body size, while individuals are assumed to experience a size-independent per capita background mortality rate. The model can account for differences in mass-specific resource ingestion or per capita mortality rate between, but not within, the juvenile and the adult stage. In this article, we analyze a model parameterization in which adults have a higher mass-specific resource ingestion rate than juveniles while both are foraging on the same resource. The predator is assumed to forage on adult individuals only.

The difference from previous studies using the same model (de Roos et al. 2007; de Roos and Persson 2013) pertains to the resource productivity function. The resource follows semichemostat growth with a productivity term that is not constant but varies over time:

$$G(R) = \rho R_{\text{max}} \left(1 + \psi \sin \left(2\pi \frac{t}{T} \right)\right) - \rho R. \quad (1)$$

The resource growth $G(R)$ thus follows a sinusoidal function with period $Y$. The amplitude of the sinusoidal function is controlled by $\psi$. For $\psi = 0$ no fluctuations occur, and when equal to its maximum value, $\psi = 1$, the amplitude of fluctuations in resource growth equals the average resource productivity $\rho R_{\text{max}}$, the product of resource turnover rate $\rho$,
and the average maximum resource density $R_{max}$. Notice that different values of $\psi$ do not affect the time-averaged value of resource productivity.

We analyze the effect of variability in resource productivity on the model system by varying the amplitude ($\psi$) and period ($\gamma$) of the fluctuations in the resource growth rate. In addition, the effect of variability in resource productivity is tested on the persistence of the top predator in the model system in relation to predator mortality. Finally, we test the robustness of our results to “pink” stochastic daily variation in the productivity of the resource as opposed to regular periodic variability using methods previously described by de Roos et al. (2008a) and Vasseur (2007; see the appendix).

**Results**

In the absence of predators and with constant resource productivity, biomass in the juvenile stage of the consumer is much higher than that in the adult stage (fig. 1). For our default parameter values, juveniles have a lower mass-specific resource ingestion rate than adults. Therefore, juvenile individuals mature relatively slowly to the adult stage, while the production of juvenile biomass by adults is high. This results

![Figure 1: Resource-consumer dynamics for three values of $\psi$ ($\psi = 0.0$, $\psi = 0.25$, $\psi = 0.5$) in the absence of predators. Plotted are the total consumer, juvenile, adult, and resource biomass and the mass-specific net biomass production rate of adults (gray lines) and juveniles (black lines) for default parameter values (table A2). Vertical dotted lines indicate the start of a period with a negative net biomass production rate of juveniles.](image-url)
in an accumulation of biomass in the juvenile stage. More generally, stage-specific differences in resource use always result in a skewed distribution of biomass between life stages or size classes in populations (de Roos et al. 2007).

Figure 1 shows that variability of resource productivity induces changes in the biomass distribution of the consumer. With increasing variability, the adult biomass increases while the juvenile biomass decreases. The variability in resource productivity causes distinct fluctuations in the resource density for values of $\psi > 0$ (fig. 1). This results in periods of juvenile starvation mortality whenever the resource availability is too low to cover maintenance costs. When starving, growth and maturation of the juveniles halt, and juvenile biomass decreases due to starvation mortality. Adult biomass decreases due to background mortality only. When the consumer biomass has decreased sufficiently and the resource has increased sufficiently, the juvenile net biomass production becomes positive again. This results in an increase in juvenile biomass due to growth and an increase in adult biomass due to maturation of juveniles.

The starvation mortality in the juvenile stage relaxes intraspecific competition for food. The surviving juveniles mature faster, resulting in an increase in adult biomass on average (figs. 1, 2). Temporal food shortages result only in juvenile starvation and not in adult starvation because adults are more efficient foragers on the resource than juveniles. Note also that variability in resource productivity results in a suppression of the average resource density to slightly lower levels and a small increase in the average consumer biomass.

Variability in resource productivity promotes predator persistence (figs. 2, 3, A1; fig. A1 is available online). For a predator mortality rate that does not allow predator persistence with a constant resource productivity, a fluctuating resource productivity leads to conditions that allow for predator persistence (fig. 2A, 2B). In addition, the average biomass of the predator increases with increasing variability in resource productivity. Resource variability benefits the adult-specialist predator through an increase in juvenile starvation mortality that results in an increase in adult consumer biomass. The increased food availability for the predator explains the predator persistence in the system at significantly higher predator mortality rates with varying resource productivity (fig. 3). Increasing the amplitude of the fluctuations in resource productivity results in a shift of the predator extinction boundary to higher predator mortality values (figs. 3, A1). Variability thus promotes the trophic energy transfer and the resilience of the predator to harvesting.

Stochastic variability in the resource productivity benefits the predator just like sinusoidal fluctuations do (fig. 2B). The coefficient of variation of the stochastic noise needs to reach relatively high values for the fluctuations to have an effect. With increasing stochastic fluctuations in productivity, starvation mortality increases more slowly than with increasing sinusoidal fluctuations. For a very short or long period of the sinusoidal fluctuations in resource productivity, juvenile consumer starvation mortality decreases and the positive effect on the predator abundance decreases (fig. 2C). This can be explained by the response rates of both the resource and the consumer to the fluctuations. Fast fluctuations do not allow the time for strong changes in resource density, while slow fluctuations result in synchronous fluctuations of the resource and consumer. Yet the qualitative result remains that fluctuations in resource productivity allow for predator persistence where constant productivity does not, irrespective of the period of the resource fluctuations.

For a constant resource productivity (fig. 3A), alternative stable equilibria occur at low predator mortality values. Here, the system can exhibit two stable states, depending on initial conditions, in which the predator is either absent or present. When the predator is present at high density, predation mortality imposed by the predator on the adult consumers results in a bottleneck in the structured consumer thus results in predator collapses in response to additional predator mortality.

The predator is less prone to suffer from a mortality-induced collapse at higher variability in resource productivity. With fluctuations in resource productivity, the range of mortality values over which the two stable patterns of (fluctuating) dynamics can occur becomes smaller (figs. 3B, 3C, A1). Note that with fluctuating resource productivity stable and unstable dynamic patterns (or attractors) represent regular fluctuations with a period equal to the period of productivity fluctuations. For large-amplitude fluctuations the range of mortality values with alternative stable patterns of dynamics becomes marginally small (figs. 3C, A1). The fluctuations relax intraspecific competition through starvation mortality in the consumer, which increases adult biomass and thereby allows predator invasion where this would not be possible with constant resource productivity (fig. 3).

The fluctuations in resource productivity increase the persistence range of the predator with a region of stable types of dynamics with decreasing predator density, where the predator does not impose top-down control on the system (fig. 3). Instead, the dynamics are controlled “bottom-up,” that is, the predator-consumer-resource coexistence dynamics are
characterized by a lower predator density, where resource competition among consumers leads to starvation mortality (figs. 3, A1, ivory region). Variability of resource productivity thus increases predator persistence and decreases the probability of predator collapse through a situation where bottom-up regulation by the fluctuating resource abundance completely drives the dynamics.

**Discussion**

Previous studies have shown that resource variability can promote competitive coexistence and thereby increase the diversity of consumers (Armstrong and McGehee 1976; Sommer 1985; Chesson 2000). The trophic transfer efficiency may be stimulated through this mechanism (e.g., Leibold and Wil-
We show here that trophic transfer efficiency can be stimulated by variability directly in food chains with only a single consumer species. It has also been shown previously that resource variability may decrease or enhance system stability, as variability leads to resonance phenomena or interference with limit cycles that are intrinsic to the model system (Nisbet and Gurney 1976; Vasseur and Fox 2007). In contrast, our results show that variability can positively affect predator persistence compared with a situation without any fluctuations in the dynamics.

The effect of variable productivity has mainly been studied using models with only one or two trophic levels. On the other hand, the effect of variability in mortality has been studied using multitrophic systems, such as a nutrient-plant-herbivore model (Thébault and Loreau 2005) and the diamond model (resource, two consumers, one predator; Vasseur and Fox 2007; Gouhier et al. 2010). These studies were mostly aimed at assessing community stability in the form of the amplitude of fluctuations in the populations and do not explicitly consider the effect of variability on trophic transfer efficiency. However, the metacommunity of diamond models described by Gouhier et al. (2010) shows a decreasing predator abundance with increasing variability in mortality due to an on average increased mortality in the consumers. Our

![Figure 3: Average values of predator biomass (top panels), consumer biomass (middle panels, black), adult biomass (middle panels, gray), and juvenile consumer starvation (bottom panels) as a function of additional predator mortality for three values of \( \psi \) (A, \( \psi = 0.0 \); B, \( \psi = 0.25 \); C, \( \psi = 0.5 \)). Thick and thin lines refer to stable and unstable dynamic patterns (attractors), respectively. Note that for \( \psi = 0 \) the stable dynamic pattern corresponds to a stable equilibrium, while for \( \psi > 0 \) the stable dynamic patterns correspond to stable regular cycles. Default parameter values (table A2) were used for calculations.](image-url)
results show an opposite effect: the increased starvation mortality in the juvenile stage of the consumer population, which results from variability in resource productivity, positively affects predator abundance.

The effect of resource variability on populations depends on the characteristics of individuals in different life stages in the population (Caswell 2001; Hastings 2014). The positive effect of variability on predator persistence that we show here depends critically on the assumption that periods with low food availability affect individuals in different life stages to a different extent. Many examples of temporal starvation mortality due to resource fluctuations have been reported for a range of species. The likelihood of surviving a seasonal resource low is often life stage dependent (Quinn 1988; Clutton-Brock et al. 1997; Sogard 1997). This size-dependent starvation mortality has been observed to affect population size distributions. It seems therefore reasonable to expect that the mechanism we theoretically reveal here for predator-prey coexistence also occurs in real ecosystems. Yet we know of no empirical or experimental study that identifies or was aimed at finding the coexistence mechanism that we present in this study. In experiments with protozoans feeding on bacteria, Friman and Laakso (2011) found that pulsed-resource dynamics resulted in a higher predator biomass than constant-resource dynamics. They attributed this effect to a lower frequency of prey types with a defense mechanism against predation. In experiments with Tribolium, resource fluctuations were shown to release intraspecific competition and increase population biomass (Jillson 1980; Henson and Cushing 1997). In these experiments, however, the population biomass increase was attributed to a release of cannibalism rather than a release of intraspecific competition for food, as in the results we report here.

A positive effect of increased consumer mortality on the trophic transfer efficiency has also been found in studies that assume resource productivity to be constant (de Roos and Persson 2002; van Leeuwen et al. 2008; Schröder et al. 2014). This positive effect of mortality on the trophic transfer efficiency occurs as a result of so-called biomass overcompensation. An increase in size-specific biomass in response to mortality occurs because intraspecific competition, which normally inhibits the flow of biomass through the consumer population, is released. Similarly, the change in the consumer size distribution we report comes about through a release of the intraspecific competition in the consumer population by starvation mortality. It has been shown that biomass overcompensation becomes apparent only when both reproduction and growth are implemented as food-dependent processes and the fact that sustaining biomass requires energy for maintenance is explicitly accounted for (de Roos et al. 2007; Schröder et al. 2014). In our study, an overall decreased loss of energy to basic maintenance is also the ultimate reason for why trophic transfer efficiency can increase when starvation mortality of juvenile consumers occurs. In contrast to many of the previous theoretical studies that considered the effect of variability on population dynamics, we used a mechanistic size-structured modeling approach. Size-structured models are based on individual-level assumptions regarding the acquisition and use of energy and trophic interactions (Metz and Diekmann 1986; de Roos and Persson 2002, 2013). The beneficial effect of variability in resource productivity on predator performance that we report underlines the importance of population size structure and the consideration of individual-level energetics for a mechanistic understanding of population and community dynamics.

Biomass overcompensation as a result of a shift in the population size distribution in response to increased mortality has been shown to occur in various experimental systems (Schröder et al. 2014), but it does not occur without a distinct bottleneck in either individual development or reproduction (Reichstein et al. 2015). Such a bottleneck translates into a difference in the flow of biomass between different size classes and an accumulation of biomass in a specific size class of the population. Our results show that resource variability potentially releases bottlenecks in development or reproduction. Such a release leads to a situation where biomass overcompensation in response to further increases in mortality due to other causes occurs to a lesser extent or not at all. This is illustrated by the disappearance of the emergent Allee effect with large variability in resource productivity in this study. The emergent Allee effect has been presented as an explanation for the lack of recovery following a population collapse of marine fish stocks, such as those that occurred in cod populations in the Northwest Atlantic and the Baltic Sea (van Leeuwen et al. 2008; Gårdmark et al. 2015). Our results indicate that in systems with seasonal fluctuations an emergent Allee effect can indeed occur, with alternative stable dynamics characterized by a high and a low predator density, respectively. Yet we also suggest that in highly variable environments, where seasonal starvation mortality is very high, the alternative types of dynamics are less likely to occur. This implies that other community-level effects attributed to biomass overcompensation (de Roos and Persson 2013), such as predator recovery after prey culling (Persson et al. 2007), predator-to-predator facilitation (Huss and Nilsson 2011), and pathogen-to-predator facilitation (Ohlberger et al. 2011), might also be less likely to occur in highly variable systems.

We focused on the effect of sinusoidal fluctuations in resource productivity, but figure 2B shows that the trophic transfer of energy may also be stimulated by stochastic fluctuations in the resource productivity. Essential for the positive effect to occur is an increase in the periodic starvation mortality in the consumer population to a sufficiently high level. Moreover, the positive effect of variability in resource productivity on the trophic transfer efficiency is not depen-
dent on the structure of the model for consumer dynamics. A model with a continuous consumer size structure, including growing adult consumers, shows qualitatively similar results (Soudijn 2016) to the stage-structured biomass model. The parameterization of this continuously size-structured model represents a piscivorous fish that preferentially forages on the small juvenile individuals of a planktivorous fish species (de Roos and Persson 2002). In the continuously size-structured model, small juvenile consumers have a competitive advantage over larger immature ones. On the other hand, in the stage-structured model used in this article the larger adult consumers are the superior competitors. The effect that we present in this article therefore occurs in a variety of community settings. For the increase in trophic transfer efficiency we present to occur, however, it is crucial that the predator forages on the part of the population that increases in response to mortality (the competitively superior size range of consumers).

In previous studies, both positive and negative effects of resource variability on species persistence and coexistence have been reported (Holt 2008). Yet the perception of the resource variability on species persistence and coexistence consumers). In response to mortality (the competitively superior size range of consumers).

As an example of the relationship between variability and system stability and diversity, we present to occur, however, it is crucial that the predator forages on the part of the population that increases in response to mortality (the competitively superior size range of consumers).

In previous studies, both positive and negative effects of resource variability on species persistence and coexistence have been reported (Holt 2008). Yet the perception of the relationship between variability and system stability and diversity seems to be predominantly negative. This is illustrated by the fact that the amplitude of fluctuations in a model system is often used as a measure of community stability (e.g., Loreau and de Mazancourt 2013). Mechanisms such as differential reaction rates of species abundances to perturbations are therefore thought to neutralize the negative effects of resource variability in natural systems (Thébault and Loreau 2005; McCann and Rooney 2009; Loreau and de Mazancourt 2013). The negative reputation of variability seemingly arises from classic results, such as the negative effect of stochasticity on the population growth rate (Lewontin and Cohen 1969; Lawson et al. 2015) and the increased tendency of systems to fluctuate wildly with variability (Hanski et al. 1993; Rinaldi et al. 1993). Resource fluctuations have, however, been shown to promote competitive coexistence of species (Armstrong and McGehee 1976; Sommer 1985; Chesson 2000). Here we show that variability in resource productivity enables predator-prey coexistence. These findings indicate that the effects of environmental variability, especially of intermediate amplitude, can promote species coexistence and sustain species at higher trophic levels in natural ecosystems. They furthermore suggest that variable or seasonal environments may support communities with more trophic levels.
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